, which is in excellent agreement with a previous theoretical prediction of 1103 cm −1 obtained by utilizing diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) simulations on an ab initio potential energy surface (PES). 6 In the experimental work, the bound OH-stretch (3601 cm −1 ) was excited by one quantum resulting in the dissociation of the dimer. The experiment found that one of the fragment pairs was predominantly bending excited; however, experiment could not distinguish between donor and acceptor fragments. 4 A similar measurement for (D 2 O) 2 is a "work in progress."
, which is in excellent agreement with a previous theoretical prediction of 1103 cm −1 obtained by utilizing diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) simulations on an ab initio potential energy surface (PES). 6 In the experimental work, the bound OH-stretch (3601 cm −1 ) was excited by one quantum resulting in the dissociation of the dimer. The experiment found that one of the fragment pairs was predominantly bending excited; however, experiment could not distinguish between donor and acceptor fragments. 4 2 using an ab initio full-dimensional PES, denoted as HBB2. 6 Gaussian random walkers were propagated by a "birth-death" process and the total number of walkers is kept approximately constant by adjusting the reference energy, E ref , at every imaginary time step, τ , according to
where α equals 0. 2 (v OD = 1) using the HBB2 PES. 6 Standard normal mode sampling was applied to prepare the initial quasiclassical states by giving harmonic ZPE for each mode and an extra quantum of excitation to the bound OH or OD stretching fundamental, i.e., almost a local mode of the donor denoted as v OH or v OD . The total rotational angular momentum of the dimers was set to zero. A total of 10 000 trajectories for each dimer were propagated for about 25 ps using 0.25 fs time steps. The product states of the fragments were analyzed for the dissociated trajectories, where the final O-O distance is larger than 10 Å. After 25 ps, about 84% and 25% of the (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 trajectories dissociated, respectively. QCTs predict that the half life of (H 2 O) 2 (v OH = 1) is about 13 ps and several times longer for (D 2 O) 2 (v OD = 1). Note that QCT may underestimate the lifetimes due to the "ZPE leak," as was investigated for the isomerizations of the water trimer in Ref. 9 . Since the mode-specific product-state assignment for the polyatomic products as well as the "binning" of these states plays a central role in the present simulation, we briefly describe the techniques employed and their advantages and limitations.
Product-state analysis and binning techniques: First, we remove the classical angular momentum using standard modification to the velocities in the Cartesian space resulting in v nr i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) for an N-atomic molecule. Second, we relate the final product configuration, with Cartesian coordinates denoted by r i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), to normal mode displacements of a reference minimum geometry (denoted as r eq i ). The reference configuration is located by either a gradientbased optimization method starting from r i or by finding the best overlap between r i and a known equilibrium structure in the Cartesian space as described in Refs. 10 and 11, respectively. Having determined the relevant reference geometry, we perform a normal mode analysis there, which provides the harmonic frequencies ω k , and the orthogonal transformation matrix, which transforms from mass-scaled Cartesian coordinates to normal coordinates. Thus, the normal coordinates
and Q k , the harmonic classical vibrational energy for each normal mode can be calculated. Thus, a non-integer classical harmonic action number (n k ) for each mode can be obtained by the energy formula of a quantum harmonic oscillator. Finally, the integer vibrational quantum number is assigned by rounding n k to the nearest integer value n k . Hereafter, we denote a vibrational state (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n 3N-6 ) as n. The detailed description of the above procedure, including equations, is given in Ref. 10 .
In order to get the probability of a particular vibrational state n, one can use either the widely used histogram binning (HB) or Gaussian binning (GB). 10, [12] [13] [14] The HB gives that the probability of the state n is
where N(n) is the number of products in state n from the total number of trajectories N traj . A well-known issue of HB is that P HB (n) can be non-zero for an energetically closed state. When one uses GB, a Gaussian weight, G p (n), is calculated for each product, where p = 1, 2, . . . , N(n), and the probability of n can be obtained as
(Note that the normalization, shown in the denominator of Eq. (3), applies for unimolecular processes. This can be problematic for bimolecular reactions, where non-reactive trajectories exist; therefore, weights cannot be straightforwardly assigned to all the trajectories.) The application of GB for polyatomic products provides a considerable challenge, since G p (n) is the product of 3N−6 weights, since one Gaussian weight can be assigned to each mode. Therefore, this extension of GB to polyatomic systems is computationally not feasible, because in a typical application, it requires 10 3N−6 times more trajectories than HB in order to get the same statistical accuracy. In the present water dimer study, we have two triatomic products, i.e., six modes altogether, which would increase the computational time by a factor of roughly 10 6 . In 2009, we proposed another strategy, 10 where the weight is obtained based on the total vibrational energy as
where β = 2 √ ln 2/δ, δ is the full-width at half-maximum, E(0) is the harmonic ZPE, and
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This energy-based GB uses only one Gaussian for a polyatomic product, which reduces the computational cost significantly relative to the mode-based GB (the above-mentioned factor of 10 3N−6 becomes only 10). In 2010, Bonnet and Espinosa-García 14 reported a detailed theoretical justification of this energy-based GB and named it 1GB for the reasons mentioned. This method assigns small weights for energetically closed states, since for a closed state, E(n p ) is (usually much) less than E(n), unless the harmonic normal mode approximation fails and seriously overestimates E(n p ). This may happen at highly distorted configurations. Therefore, here, we propose a modification of 1GB, where E(n p ) is determined exactly in the Cartesian space as
where v nr i,p is the velocity of the pth product corresponding to zero classical angular momentum, m i is the mass of the ith atom, and V is the potential energy of the N-atomic molecule.
Product-state distributions for the dissociation of the water dimer: We determined the normal-mode quantum numbers for the water fragment pairs using the procedure described above. The correlated vibrational populations, obtained by HB, 1GB with Eq. (5), and 1GB with Eq. (7), are given in Table I . Note that in the present implementation, 1GB means one Gaussian weight for each fragment; thus, the weight of a correlated state is the product of two Gaussians. −1 energies may cause more internal excitations of the products, but these numbers are still small relative to the total energies in the QCT calculations, i.e., roughly 15 000 and 10 000 cm −1 , respectively.) Therefore, in both cases, only three correlated product states are energetically open, i.e., (000) d + (000) a , (000) d + (010) a , and (010) d + (000) a , where subscripts "d" and "a" denote the donor and acceptor fragments, respectively. As usual, (000) and (010) are the vibrational ground state and first-excited bending state of the water molecule, respectively. Table I shows that HB predicts non-zero probability to many states, including stretching excited states and bending overtones, which are energetically closed quantum mechanically. This clearly demonstrates the failure of HB for this application. GB improves the results significantly, especially when the exact classical expression [Eq. (7)] is used to calculate the actual vibrational energy. When the harmonic approximation is used in the normal mode space [Eq. (5)], GB has some issues especially for H 2 O. Although we see significant improvement relative to HB, the population of some of the "closed" states even increased. We found that for excited states, when the kinetic energy part of the total vibrational energy is small and the potential is large, i.e., the geometry is highly displaced from equilibrium, Eq. (5) can seriously overestimate the actual molecular energy; thus, it allows assigning large weights for energetically closed states. When we use Eq. (7), the actual vibrational energy becomes correctly lesser than the assigned E(n) for the stretching states and bending overtones, etc; thus, these energetically non-available states get small weights and their probabilities tend to zero. (Note that the Gaussians have finite widths, in the present case, δ = 0.1; thus, GB can allow small non-zero weights for closed states.) As Table I shows using 1GB with Eq. (7), we get (almost) zero probabilities for all the states expected to be closed. Among the three open states, (000) d + (000) a is the minor with 4% and 13% populations for H 2 O and D 2 O, respectively. 1GB shows that one of the fragments is usually bending excited and (010) can be either "d" or "a" without any significant preference. The significant population of (000) + (010) for H 2 O + H 2 O is in qualitative agreement with experiment (as mentioned earlier, experiment cannot distinguish between "d" and "a"). Figure 1 shows the rotational distributions for the fragments obtained by rounding the classical total angular momentum of each fragment to the nearest integer. We also computed the distributions of the relative translational energies of the products. As expected, these distributions are cold for both the H 2 O and D 2 O fragment pairs showing peaks at zero and fast decays in the 0-500 cm −1 translational energy range. We plan to report a more detailed analysis of these distributions and their correlation to the ro-vibrational distributions in a future publication.
In summary, we determined a benchmark D 0 (1244 ± 5 cm −1 ) for (D 2 O) 2 . Based on the experimentally verified high accuracy of the D 0 of (H 2 O) 2 , 4, 6 the present prediction for (D 2 O) 2 is expected to be accurate as well. We have demonstrated the utility of the energy-based Gaussian binning method and proposed a modification, which uses the exact vibrational energy obtained in the Cartesian space to calculate the weight. We advocate employing this binning method for quasiclassical product analysis of polyatomic systems.
